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New architectural competition 
 
THEO AND OSKAR’S NEW HOME 
 
Colander Associates is delighted to announce its involvement with this special initiative 

that invites emerging architects to design a light, spacious and barrier-free home for the 

Taussig family and their two young sons, Theo and Oskar who both suffer from 

Duchenne muscular dystrophy* 

 
 

FILMING THE COMPETITION PROCESS 

Our client Nick Taussig is one of the founders of the award winning film finance and production firm 

Salon, creator of outstanding films and documentaries.  He will be filming the competition process, from 

conception through to the selection of the winning team, including sessions with the jury panel and 

interviews with shortlisted teams, as well as the subsequent building process.  It is the intention that the 

resultant documentary will play at film festivals, be broadcast on domestic television, and sold for foreign 

broadcast.   

 

http://salonpictures.co.uk/ 

 

The winner and shortlisted teams will benefit from this exposure and will have the opportunity to access a 

wide and varied audience, both in the UK and overseas. In addition to this unique publicity opportunity, it 

is expected that the winner will be appointed to design and deliver the project.  A modest prize fund of 

£1000 is offered to contribute to the costs incurred by the teams attending interview. 

 

 

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THE COMPETITION 

https://www.colander.co.uk/competitions/theo-and-oskars-new-home 	

 

 

ENQUIRIES 

This process is being managed by Colander Associates (www.colander.co.uk ) and all general enquiries 

should be addressed to louise@colander.co.uk. 

 

 

* DMD is an inherited (genetic) condition which affects the muscles, causing muscle weakness. It is a fatal condition 
which starts in early childhood and may be noticed when a child has difficulty standing up, climbing or running. The 
muscle weakness is not noticeable at birth, even though the child is born with the gene which causes it. The weakness 
develops gradually. It usually shows up in early childhood. Symptoms are mild at first but increase as the child 

becomes older. About 1 in 3,500 boys in the UK are born with DMD. The name Duchenne comes from the doctor 
who first studied this condition.	


